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NEW QUESTION: 1
Your company plans to deploy an application to the following
endpoints:
* Ten virtual machines hosted in Azure
* Ten virtual machines hosted in an on-premises data center
environment All the virtual machines have the Azure Pipelines
agent.
You need to implement a release strategy for deploying the
application to the endpoints.
What should you recommend using to deploy the application to
the endpoints? To answer, drag the appropriate components to
the correct endpoints. Each component may be used once, more
than once, or not at all. You may need to drag the split bar
between panes or scroll to view content.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
Box 1: A deployment group
When authoring an Azure Pipelines or TFS Release pipeline, you
can specify the deployment targets for a job using a deployment
group.

If the target machines are Azure VMs, you can quickly and
easily prepare them by installing the Azure Pipelines Agent
Azure VM extension on each of the VMs, or by using the Azure
Resource Group Deployment task in your release pipeline to
create a deployment group dynamically.
Box 2: A deployment group
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/devops/pipelines/release
/deployment-groups

NEW QUESTION: 2
A. By using
B. By using
C. By using
D. By using
Answer: D

statically assigned virtual desktops
Citrix Profile management
a network share that contains the App-V packages
Personal vDisk

NEW QUESTION: 3
At what layer of the OSI model is the Label Distribution
Protocol present?
A. transport
B. session
C. presentation
D. application
E. data link
Answer: E

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which BGP attribute is used to influence inbound traffic?
A. Origin
B. Multi-exit discriminator
C. Weight
D. Local preference
Answer: B,D
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